We prove the first lower bounds for restricted read-once parity branching programs with unlimited parity nondeterminism where for each input the variables may be tested according to several orderings. Proving a superpolynomial lower bound for read-once parity branching programs is an important open problem. The following variant is well-motivated more general than variants for that lower bounds are known. Let k be a fixed integer. For each input a there are k orderings σ 1 (a), . . . , σ k (a) of the variables such that for each computation path activated by a the bits are queried according to σ i (a) for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We examine a slightly more restricted variant, where the collections of allowed orderings have compact representations. Namely, sums of k graph-driven ⊕BP1s with polynomial size graph-orderings are under consideration. We prove lower bounds for the characteristic function of linear codes. We generalize a result by Savický and Sieling in [1] and recent results on graph-driven parity branching programs.
Introduction

Definitions and former results
Branching programs are a model for logspace bounded computations. Proving an exponential lower bound for branching programs and a certain problem This is an extended version of the paper available as Report TR03-068 at Email address: homeiste@math.uni-goettingen.de (Matthias Homeister). 1 Supported in part by DFG grant Wa766/ shows that this problem is not solvable by logarithmic space bounded Turing machines. Since Wigderson showed in [2] that in the case of logarithmic space bounded computations the parity representation mode is as least so strong as the ordinary nondeterministic representation mode, special interest in parity branching programs arises. This model has proved useful since restricted variants can be used as datastructures. On the other hand it is a challenge to prove lower bounds for even strongly restricted parity branching programs. In the following these topics are discussed more detailed.
A branching program (BP for short) B on the set of Boolean variables {x 1 , . . . , x n } is a directed acyclic graph with one source and one target. The outdegree of the target and the indegree of the source are both equal to zero. The source is joined to its successors by unlabeled directed edges. The nodes different from the source and the target, the so-called branching nodes, are labeled with Boolean variables and the outgoing edges are labeled with 1 or with 0.
The size of a BP B denoted by SIZE (B) or by |B| is the number of its nodes.
An input a ∈ {0, 1}
n activates all edges labeled with a i outgoing from nodes labeled with x i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Moreover, the edges leaving the source are activated by all elements of a ∈ {0, 1} n . A computation path for an input a ∈ {0, 1} n in a BP B on {x 1 , . . . , x n } is a path in B from the source whose edges are activated by a. Such a path is called an accepting one, if it leads to the target.
A branching program is called deterministic if the source has exactly one successor, and each branching node is left by not more than one 0-and one 1-edge. In this case the unlabeled source is not necessary.
A parity branching program (⊕-BP for short) is a branching program equipped with the parity representation mode. It represents a Boolean function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} defined as follows. f (a) = 1 if and only if the number of accepting computation paths for a is odd. A nondeterministic branching program (∨-BP for short) uses the common nondeterministic representation mode. An input a ∈ {0, 1} n is accepted if and only if there is an accepting computation path under a. If a branching program is deterministic, then the above mentioned representation modes coincide.
The best known lower bound on the size of unrestricted deterministic BPs is of order Ω n 2 (log n) 2 . It was proved by Nechiporuk [3] in 1966. Consequently, restricted models have been studied intensively, in [4] the reader can find an overview. A branching program is called read-once (BP1 for short) if on every path from the source to the target each variable is tested at most once. Ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs), introduced by Bryant ([5] , [6] ), are deterministic BP1s with the following additional property. There is a permutation σ of the set {1, 2, . . . , n} such that if node v labeled with x σ(j) is a successor of node u labeled with x σ(i) , then i > j. As for proving lower bounds, the existence of a global variable ordering ensures that one can proceed as follows. Having put a cut through a σ-OBDD representing f at distance of say k from the source, the number of distinct subfunctions f | π , where π ranges over all paths from the source to the frontier nodes of the cut, is a lower bound on the σ-OBDD size of f . OBDDs are highly restricted branching programs. Many even simple functions have exponential OBDD-size (see [7] , for instance).
The following observation is useful to handle BP1s algorithmically. If B is a deterministic BP1 on {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, then for each input a ∈ {0, 1} n there is a variable ordering σ(a) according to which the bits of a are queried. But not every combination of variable orderings can be implemented by deterministic BP1s. Only those resulting from graph orderings, independently introduced by Gergov and Meinel (see [8] ) and Sieling and Wegener (see [9] ), are possible.
Definition 1
A graph ordering G is a deterministic BP1 such that each branching node has outdegree two, and each variable is tested on each path from the source to the target exactly once.
A BP1 B is called a graph-driven one guided by a graph ordering G over the same set of variables as B, if the following condition is satisfied.
For an arbitrary input a ∈ {0, 1} n , the list of variables inspected on every computation path for a in B is a subsequence of the corresponding list resulting from G.
For every deterministic BP1 B, it is easy to construct a graph ordering G that guides B. But it is clear that there are (nondeterministic) BP1s that are not guided by a graph ordering. Of course, OBDDs are graph-driven deterministic BP1s. A more general example is given in Figure 1 .
⊕-OBDDs were introduced by Gergov and Meinel in [10] , they have been intensively studied in [11] from a theoretical point of view. Heuristics for a successful practical implementation are due to Meinel and Sack (see [12] , [13] , [14] ). Examples of functions showing that ⊕-OBDDs are more powerful than OBDDs are given in [10] . Graph-driven ⊕-BP1s have a strictly larger descriptive power than both deterministic BP1s and ⊕-OBDDs with respect to polynomial size. This follows from results due to Sieling [15] . Up to now, proving superpolynomial lower bounds on the size of ⊕-BP1s is a challenging open problem in complexity theory, while lower bound techniques for nondeterministic read-k-times BPs have been developped by Borodin, Razborov, and Smolensky in [16] . Based on this method Thathachar proved in [17] hierarchy on read-k-times BPs. If we mention the lower bounds on semantic super-linear length BPs due to Ajtai (see [18] and to Beame, Saks, Sun, and Vee [19] , and [20] ) we have outlined the most general results in this area. The most general lower bounds for ⊕-BP1s concern graph-driven ones. The notion of well-structured graph-driven BP1s was introduced in [9] . Definition 2 A graph-driven ⊕BP1 is called well-structured if there is a function level mapping from the nodes of B to the nodes of the ordering G in the following way. For any node v that under an input is traversed on a path in B, in G the node level(v) is traversed under this input and is labeled with the same variable.
In [21] exponential lower bounds of magnitude 2
Ω(
√ n) on the size of wellstructured graph-driven ⊕-BP1s for certain linear code functions have been proved and a polynomial time algorithm for the equivalence test have been described. Well-structured ⊕-BP1s and ∨-BP1s have been further investigated in [22] and [23] . In [22] a strongly exponential lower bound for integer multiplication is proved. In [23] polynomial size well-structured ⊕-BP1s are separated from polynomial size general ⊕-BP1s. In [24] the method for proving lower bounds has been simplified and further lower bounds have been proved.
The first lower bounds for graph-driven ⊕BP1s without the restriction being well-structured have been presented in [25] and, moreover, the following characterization of all BP1s that are graph-driven has been proved. 
Proposition 1 Let
Sums of graph-driven ⊕BP1s
Proposition 1 entails that the restriction being graph-driven is a very natural one. In addition, interest in the following generalization arises.
Definition 3
Let k be any positive integer. A k-⊕BP1 is a ⊕BP1 with the following additional restriction. For each input a there are not more than k variable orderings σ 1 (a), . . . , σ k (a) such that on each computation path for a the bits of a are queried according to σ i (a) for some i,
By means of Proposition 1 the computational power of graph-driven ⊕BP1s equals that of 1-⊕BP1s. To express this, for any branching program model M, let the set P(M) consists of all sequences of Boolean functions that can be represented by a branching program of type M of polynomially bounded size.
Proposition 2 It holds that P(graph-⊕BP1)= P(1-⊕BP1).
Next we observe that in terms of computational power 2-⊕BP1s strictly generalize graph-driven ⊕BP1s. In [25] it has been proved that each graph-driven ⊕BP1 representing the function 1
has exponential size, where Moreover, a ⊕BP1 is constructed which represents this function succinctly. That ⊕BP1 is in fact a 2-⊕BP1, since it is constructed by joining two OBDDs to a source of fanout 2. One OBDD tests the variables in a rowwise and the other one in a columnwise manner. We state this observation as
In this paper we prove lower bounds for a slightly more restricted model. Proposition 1 states that each 1-⊕BP1 can be considered as graph-driven. We restrict our attention to k-⊕BP1s that are guided by k graph-orderings in the following sense.
We call such a program B a G-driven sum of graph-driven ⊕BP1s.
In the next section we present a lower bound method for sums of graph-driven ⊕BP1s in order to prove lower bounds for this model with the additional restriction that the orderings have polynomial size, i.e. |G| = |G 1 |+. . .+|G k | = n O (1) . The role of the polynomial size graph-orderings is explained in Section 1.5.
The connection between sums of graph-driven ⊕BP1s and well-known models of computation
To explain the connection between sums of graph-driven ⊕BP1s and wellstructured graph-driven ⊕BP1s we prove the following observation. Proof. First we have to show that the condition is necessary. Let B be guided by G given. To transform B into a well-structured graph-driven ⊕BP1 one has to rebuild B such that a level function as claimed in Definition 2 can be chosen. This is tractable by multiplying some nodes and so assigning them to different levels. Since the number of levels is less or equal to SIZE (G) there is a well-structured graph-driven ⊕BP1 guided by G with SIZE (B) ≤ SIZE (B ) · SIZE (G).
Now assume that the condition is fulfilled. In [22] the following is shown. Given a polynomial-sized well-structured graph-driven ⊕BP1 guided by an ordering. Then there is a ordering G such that B is guided by G with SIZE (G) ≤ 2 · n · SIZE (B) and the condition being well-structured is fulfilled. The claim follows. 2 The following propositions state the connection between sums of graphdriven ⊕BP1s driven by an ordering G of polynomial size and well-structured graph-driven ⊕BP1s. Both of them are direct consequences of Lemma 1. By P(k * -⊕BP1) we denote all functions representable by polynomial size sums of graph-driven ⊕BP1s guided by a sequence of graph-
Proposition 3 It holds that P(wsGraph-⊕BP1) = P(1 * -⊕BP1).
For the next proposition we have to observe the following. The 2-⊕BP1 for 1
constructed in the context of Corollary 1, is guided by two graphorderings of polynomial size, since it is constructed by joining two OBDDs.
Proposition 4 P(wsGraph-⊕BP1) is a proper subset of P(2 * -⊕BP1).
We conclude that the notion of a (G 1 , . . . , G k )-driven sum of graph-driven ⊕BP1s with polynomial size graph-orderings is a natural restriction.
In [1] , Savický and Sieling proved exponential lower bounds for pointer functions on the size of (⊕, k)-BP1s. A (⊕, k)-BP1 is a read-once BP with the source being the only nondeterministic node, where k denotes the fan-out of the source.
We prove that our model strictly generalizes
we denote the set of functions representable by polynomial size (⊕, k)-BPs. First we observe that each (⊕, k)-BP B can be considered as a sum of k graph-driven ⊕BP1s guided by itself. So we can construct a sequence of k graph-orderings driving B that have the same size as B, and conclude
To see that this containment is proper consider the following functions f k n that are examined in [1] . These functions are defined on the variables X = {x 0 , . . . , x n−1 }. The set X is partitioned in
For our purposes we consider only the blocks B 1,1 , . . . , B 1,k . Each B 1,j computes a binary representation of a pointer p(j). Each of the log n bits of p(j) is determined by the majority of the s bits in one of the log n subblocks of the block B i,j . f k n (x) outputs 1 if and only if all bits addressed by the pointers equal 1, i.e.
In [1] it is proved that f (1) Guess the binary representation of the pointers p 1 , . . . , p k .
(2) Verify this choice and check, whether
We illustrate step 2 for a certain guess. We test the variables according to an ordering, such that for each subblock of some B 1,j all s variables are tested successively. If we read a bit x i that is adressed by one of the guessed pointers the computation stops, or 0 is the output. Since each majority vote can be accomplished by O (s 2 ) nodes, step 2 describes an OBDD of size O (n 2 ). All n k OBDDs of this kind can be constructed with a common ordering and in fact the algorithm stated as steps 1 and 2 describes a ⊕OBDD for f k n , since for each input step 2 accepts it if and only if the pointers are correct and all adressed bits equal 1.
Proposition 5 For
Proof. For k constant the claim follows immediately by the construction of the ⊕OBDD of size O n k+2 presented above. For nonconstant k we are able to apply the same padding arguments that are used in [1] to prove Theorem 15 of that paper.
2
We conclude that the lower bounds for linear codes presented in this paper -together with the results on graph-diven ⊕BP1s in [25] where the single graph-ordering may be of arbitrary size -are the most general ones concerning parity branching programs. Linear codes are an interesting function since they are difficult for many computation models but can be computed with the help of the parity representation model in the following way. One just has to test whether the input is orthogonal to all rows of the parity check matrix. To do this some variables have to be read several times. It is an open problem whether this is necessary, i.e. whether all parity ⊕BP1s for linear codes have superpolynomial size.
In analogy to Proposition 1 sums of k graph-driven ⊕BP1s resemble to k-⊕BP1s. We complete the introduction with the following reflections on this model. First, we explain how polynomial size graph-orderings make life easier and after that which problems one faces with when going from deterministic or nondeterministic branching programs to parity branching programs, and going from one graph-driven ⊕BP1 to a sum of such diagrams. This is done in Section 1.5 after collecting necessary notation in the next section.
Important notation
We collect notation that is important throughout this paper and in the following subsection. An assignment of the variables x 1 , . . . , x n is a function a : {x 1 , . . . , x n } → {0, 1}. Such an assignment is also called an input of a branching program that is defined on the same variables. A partial assignment is such a function that is defined on a subset of {x 1 , . . . , x n }. The domain of a partial assignment α is the set of variables on that α is defined. We denote the domain of α by V(α). 
Why sums of graph-driven ⊕BP1s are an interesting model of computation
First, we wish to explain why proving lower bounds for ⊕BP1s is difficult. As mentioned above (page 3), lower bounds for deterministic and nondeterministic BP1s are known for a long time, even for nondeterministic read-k-times BPs lower bounds have been derived in 1993 ( [16] ). In 1994 Gergov obtained the first exponential lower bounds for ⊕OBDDs. But attempts to generalize these results face the following property of the parity representation mode. In the case of deterministic and nondeterministic BPs it suffices to consider one accepting assignment. This is the basis of the cut and paste argument. One obtaines a contradiction by constructing an accepting path for an input that must not be accepted. This technique does not work in the case of parity BPs since whether an input is accepted depends on the number of accepting paths and all such paths have to be considered. To obtain lower bounds for ⊕OBDDs one may proceed similar as in the case of OBDDs (see page 3). Though, not the number of subfunctions, but the dimension of the function space spanned by the subfunctions gives a lower bound. In the case of graph-driven ⊕BP1s the graph-ordering ensures the existence of sets of partial assignments that have coherent overlapping parts and one gets lower bounds by the dimension of function spaces whose structure depends on the graph-ordering. This is no longer the case when going from one graph-driven ⊕BP1 to the sum of several such programs. In the case of versions of ⊕BP1s with several orderings per input -like k-⊕BP1s or sums of graph-driven ⊕BP1s -one can not consider partial assignments in the usual way. If one cuts a computation path nodes may be important that are not reached by the partial path. Thus the model of communication complexity that is fundamental for most of the lower bound techniques is not applicable. We consider an example. Let B 1 compute a Boolean function g 1 and B 2 compute g 2 , with g 1 + g 2 = f . We assume that B i is driven by some graph-ordering G i , i = 1, 2. Let a be an input and let π i , i = 1, 2 be the associated computation paths in the graph-
. Now we face the problem that neither g 1 | α nor g 2 | β are subfunctions. It is even possible that g 1 | α + g 2 | β depends on all variables; this is the case when the set of variables that are assigned by α and the set of those assigned by β are disjoined. Now we wish to explain the role of the polynomial size orderings. How make they proving lower bounds easier? Given an assignment a. Then the orderings σ 1 (a), . . . , σ k (a) are computed by deterministic logspace bounded algorithms. This restriction has the consequence that the choice of possible variable orderings is restricted. For an exponential number of computation paths in such an ordering the existence of a common set of variables is ensured. In this situation our lower bound argument (Section 2) is applicable. It uses the following observation. For certain functions, e.g. linear codes, the communication matrix can be considered as a product of matrices of full rank. This product can not be computed by a sum of programs. This very brief sketch will be explained in more detail -but still in an unformal manner -at the beginning of Section 2.
We
A lower bound criterion for sums of graph-driven ⊕BP1s
In more restricted models like deterministic BP1s, ⊕OBDDs or graph-driven ⊕BP1s (1-⊕BP1s, resp.) the nodes or sets of nodes reached by certain partial assignments represent subfunctions of the function represented by the whole diagram. This is not the case for sums of graph-driven ⊕BP1s, see Section 1.5. But certainly there is some other connection between the functions represented by the nodes and the function represented by the whole diagram from that our examinations takes advantage.
An informal approach to the results of this section. In Section 1.5 we have explained the difficulties one faces with when going from one graphdriven ⊕BP1 to the sum of several such programs. Lemma 3 copes with these problems. First, we describe the proof idea for the very simple case of a sum of two (deterministic) OBDDs B 1 and B 2 with the following property of the variable orderings. In B 1 the variables x 1 , . . . , x ν are tested first and B 2 starts its computation with x ν+1 , . . . , x 2ν , see Figure 3 . Furthermore, let the sum compute a function f = Res(B 1 )+Res(B 2 ) such that for each assignment α of x 1 , . . . , x ν and each assignment β of x ν+1 , . . . , x 2ν there is an assigment δ to the variables neither assigned by α nor by β such that f (α, β, δ) = 1 and f (α , β , δ) = 0 for α = α or β = β . This propertythe αs and the βs can be stuck together such that the function values form a matrix of unity -will be called the product property of f throughout this paragraph. Then the first ν levels of B 1 or of B 2 consist of a complete binary tree. To see why this is the case consider the following situation illustrated by Figure 4 .
To derive a contradiction we assume that two assignments α, α reach the same node v 1 in B 1 and two assignments β, β reach the same node v 2 in B 2 . Beyond v 1 the bits of β may be queried again and analogously the bits of α may be tested beyond v 2 . But nevertheless the knowledge how the associated variables are assigned is lost and can not be recovered. We consider Figure 4 again. In the product graph of B 1 and B 2 the tupel (w 1 , w 4 ), e.g., contains the whole information of the assignment (α , β). But it can not be recovered from the sum Res(w 1 ) + Res(w 4 ). Intuitively, with respect to the αs and the βs the communication matrix of f is a matrix of unity that arises from the Kronecker product of two matrices of unity itself. This product can not be computed by a sum of OBDDs.
This intuition is verified by the following formal argument. Let g i be Res(B i ) for i = 1, 2. In the situation described above there is an assignment δ such that 
by the same argument as above. But this contradicts the product property by which f (α , β , δ) equals 0.
Lemma 3 concerns sums of k graph-driven ⊕BP1s. In some sense this argument is independent from the existence of graph-orderings and their sizes. It can be transferred directly to k-⊕BP1s with the help of an ordering function G : {0, 1} n → S n where S denotes the symmetric group consisting of all permutations of n elements. But there are difficulties in applying this argument in this general case. Moreover, for applying the argument we need polynomial size graph-orderings or -a compact representation of the ordering function G. So we use the well-established and handy notion graph-ordering throughout this work. The problems one faces with in applying our criterion to the general case are described at the beginning of the next section.
Since the parity representation mode is connected with the addition in a Boolean field the function space description used in most of the papers on lower bounds for parity branching programs has proved useful. With such arguments we prove Lemma 2 that states the connection between the considered programs and certain spaces. Thus the problem to prove lower bounds turns out to be an algebraic problem. We can prove the basis of our lower bound criterion -Lemma 3 -without any path arguments. Now, let B be a ⊕BP1 driven by a graph-ordering G. The following definition forms the basis of our examinations. By B G (f ) we denote the span of all subfunctions f | π , where π is a path from the source to a node w in G and f | π results from f by setting the variables according to the labels of the nodes and edges on π.
Let B be a sum of k graph-driven ⊕BP1s B 1 , . . . , B 
Proof. We define B(B) = span
. Then the claim follows, since
Let g i | π be any generating element of the vector space B G i (g i ) for some i = 1, . . . , k, and let α be the partial assignment to the set of variables {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } associated with the path π in G i . Since the branching program B i is guided by the graph ordering G i , we are led to nodes v 1 , v 2 , . . ., v ν when traversing B i starting at the source according to the partial assignment α. Consequently,
Res v j , and so every generating element of
is contained in B(B). The claim follows. 2
In order to apply this lemma as a lower bound criterion, we have to examine the spaces
For a special case this is done in Lemma 3. To describe the setting of that lemma, we need further notation.
We examine how to combine several partial assignments. For partial assignments α 1 , . . . , α ν with pairwise disjoint domains V(α i ), i = 1, . . . , n, we denote by (α 1 , . . . , α ν ) the assignment α defined on V(α 1 
. . . . . .
If the domains V(α i ), i = 1, . . . , n are not pairwise disjoint, we require that for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ν and for all x k ∈ V(α i ) ∩ V(α j ), the assignments to x k are equal for α i and for α j , i.e. α i (x k ) = α j (x k ). In this case the notion α = (α 1 , . . . , α ν ) as defined above is well-defined. Clearly,
We denote by V (v i ) the variables that are tested in G i on a path from the source to v i , excluding the variable tested in v i . Let α 1 , . . . , α k be partial assignments such that α i corresponds to a path from the source of G i to v i .
Definition 5 Given a sequence of graph-orderings
-for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, α i corresponds to the path from the source of G i to v i , and
We consider a v-assignment α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ) as an assignment defined on V(α 1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ V(α k ). An easy way of getting v-assignments is truncating the k paths in G 1 , . . . , G k for an input a ∈ {0, 1} n simultanously. B be a (G 1 , . . . , G k )-driven sum of graph-driven ⊕BP1s representing f and let v be in
Lemma 3 Let
Moreover, for all α ∈ A 1 × . . . × A k let there be an assignment δ defined on the variables not set by α with f (α, δ) = 1, and, f (α , δ) = 0,
Proof. The proof for an arbitrary k is a straightforward but technically rather involved generalization of the case k = 2. Thus, we start with the latter case.
We wish to apply Lemma 2 and, to this end, we prove that for each pair of 2 |} implies for assignments α ∈ A 1 , β ∈ A 2 linear dependencies that we can state (after renumbering the indices) as
Since the setting of this lemma postulates some δ such that f (α, β, δ) = 1, we get that
Note that in (2) the function g 1 | α +g 2 | β may essentially depend on all variables on those the function f is defined. Thus, for convenience we consider such a subfunction g 1 | α as formally depending on all those variables.
From (2) we derive a contradiction in four steps. First we apply the linear dependencies (1) and get
Since
Again, we apply the linear dependencies (1). Consequently,
Contradiction.
Now we consider the case k > 2. For applying Lemma 2, we have to prove that for each choice of k functions g 1 , . . . , g k with g
has a dimension greater or equal to min{|A i | ; i = 1, . . . , k}. To derive a contradiction we assume the opposite . For all i = 1, . . . , k, 
if and only if j(1) = . . . = j(k) = 0.
Since during the proof we have to deal with a huge number of summands, we express them by sets Σ of elements in {1, . . . , k} × {0, 1} k . The significance of this definition is described by the following interpretation φ : (7), by defining
for j = 1 . . . k. Informally, b j = 0 corresponds to the left side of equation (7) and b j = 1 to the right side. Now we set
So, informally, the i in σ = (i, b) determines the index of the function g i . Making use of this notation, for some set Σ of such elements, we define
In the end of this proof, we have restated the case k = 2 in terms of this notation. The reader may now already refer to that. Now we consider two rules (R1) and (R2), associated with the identities (7) and (8) . 
. , k} \ S(b).
Informally, (R1) expresses an application of the linear dependencies (7). (R2) expresses an application of (8) with j(ν) = 0 for some ν ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Correctness of (R1).
We show that, if Σ is derived from Σ by applying rule (R1), then φ(Σ ) = φ(Σ). We just observe that in the notation of (R1)'s description, some φ(i, b) with b i = 0 consists of a sum of terms of the form
0 is defined on x. This is the case, since in the setting of (9) we have I i (b) = {0}. Applying (7) on each of these summands we get φ(i, b) = φ(i, b ).
Correctness of (R2).
We observe that
, and the correctness of (R2) follows.
The contradiction. Next we show that one obtains by alternating applications of (R1) and (R2) for
the set Σ 2k = ∅. Then we get the desired contradiction
Let for any Boolean vector b, |b| denote the number of bits b i being 1. We show that Σ 2i consists of all elements (j, b) such that -b ∈ {0, 1} k with |b| = i and b j = 0.
Note that then Σ 2k is indeed empty. For Σ 0 the claim holds by definition. Let us assume that for Σ 2i the claim holds. Then we get by rule (R1) that Σ 2i+1 consists of all (j, b) such that -|b| = i + 1 and b j = 1.
By applying rule (R2) the stated situation is achieved immediately. Note that in neither of the two cases an element is produced twice, since otherwise the conclusion φ(Σ i ) = φ(Σ i+1 ) would not be true.
Now putting all parts of this proof together the claim of this lemma follows.
To illustrate this proof we finally restate the case k = 2 in its terminology. For Σ 0 = {(1, 0, 0), (2, 0, 0)} we get φ(Σ 0 ) = 1 in line with (2) . We get Σ 1 = {(1, 1, 0), (2, 0, 1)} corresponding to (3) and Σ 2 = {(2, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1)} corresponding to (4) . Applying rule (R1) we get Σ 3 = {(2, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)} in line with (5) and by rule (R2) we get Σ 4 = ∅, corresponding to (6) 2
The last lemma does not consider the situation that for two nodes v i and v j with i = j the same sets of variables are tested, i.e. V( 
We assume that each α ∈ A is a v-assignment and that for all α ∈ A there is an assignment δ, defined on the variables not set by α with f (α, δ) = 1, and, f (α , δ) = 0,
In the next technical lemma we state the observation that we are able to set some of the variables on that a sum of graph-driven ⊕BP1s is defined to constants without a blow-up of the size. This may be considered to be plain, but it follows with results in [25] that it can be necessary to change the ordering. B be a (G 1 , . The latter claim follows immediately by the construction of G . 2
Lemma 4 Let
Lower bounds for linear codes
We start this section by collecting some facts about linear codes. After that we explain the main ideas of the proof of Theorem 1 -the exponential lower bound of linear codes -in an unformal manner.
A linear code C is a linear subspace of F n 2 . Our first explicit lower bound is for the characteristic function of such a linear code C, that is f C : F n 2 → {0, 1} defined by f C (a) = 1 ⇐⇒ a ∈ C. To this end we will give some basic definitions and facts on linear codes.
The Hamming distance of two code words a, b ∈ C is defined to be the number of 1's of a ⊕ b. The minimal distance of a code C is the minimal Hamming distance of two distinct elements of C. The dual C ⊥ is the set of all vectors b such that
is defined to be l-universal, if for any subset of l indices I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} the projection onto these coordinates restricted to the set D gives the whole space F l 2 .
The next lemma is well-known. See [26] for a proof.
Lemma 5 If C is a code of minimal distance
The universality of linear codes fits to our lower bound criterion. Let f be the characteristic function of a l-universal code. For each partial input α that does not query more than l bits, there is an assignment δ of the remaining n − l variables such that f α (δ) = 1. Furthermore, applying the role of the hamming distance we can achieve that f α (δ) = 0 for α being an assignment defined on the same set of variables as α, such that α = α. This argument was applied by Jukna in [26] for deriving lower bounds for ⊕OBDDs.
The main problem now is to find sets A 1 , . . . , A k in line with Proposition 6. The problem can be characterized by the headline overlapping assignments. The reason is the assumption that each (α 1 , . . . , α k ) ∈ A 1 × . . . × A k has to be a coherent assignment, i.e. the partial assignments α i coincide on their overlapping parts. It should be possible to combinatorially refine our argument for Lemma 3 such that this assumption is weakened. In the case of graphorderings of polynomial size we can proceed as follows.
First, let C 1 be a cut in G 1 , this means C 1 is a subset of the nodes of G 1 such that each computation path in G 1 passes exactly one node in C 1 . Clearly, there has to be a node v passed by an exponential number of paths. Next we consider a cut C 2 in G 2 with the following property. It contains nodes w for that either V (v) ∩ V(w) coincides with V(v) on more than the half of the variables or on less than the half of the variables. Again there is a node w in C 2 that is passed by an exponential number of inputs that all pass v, too. Now, we either set the variables in V (v) ∩ V(w) or the variables in V (v) \ V(w) to constants. If we proceed in this way we get sets of partial assignments A 1 , . . . , A k in line with Proposition 6.
The following theorem states the lower bound for linear codes. Its proof is a formal realization of the ideas sketched above. Proof. Let B be a sum of graph-driven ⊕BP1s guided by G = (G 1 , . . . , G k ) representing f = f C . We set l := min{d, d ⊥ } − 1. Observe, that the code C is both of distance l + 1 and l-universal. We wish to find a tuple v and sets of partial assignments A 1 , . . . , A k such that we can apply Proposition 6. We use an inductive approach and in order to make the proof readable we define the following predicate P .
ifx ∈ V(γ); undefined if x ∈ V(γ).
In line with Proposition 6 we let A contain each α in A 1 × . . . × A k with α i = α j for A i = A j . It is plain that each element of A is a v -assignment. Thus, to apply Proposition 6 we only have to find for each α ∈ A some partial assignment δ defined on the variables not tested up to v with f (α, γ, δ) = 1 and f (α , γ, δ) = 0 for each α ∈ A with α = α. We do this with the help of the following standard arguments on linear codes that are due to Jukna ([26] ).
Since | j≤i V(v j )| ≤ l/2 + l/4 + . . . + l/2 i < l we get by the l-universality the existence of an assignment δ as claimed. f (α , γ, δ) = 0 for α = α follows since the hamming distance of two accepting assignments has to be greater or equal to l. Now we get with Proposition 6, that SIZE (B ) ≥ min{|A j | ; j = 1, . . . , k} ≥ 2 l/2 k /(|G 1 | · . . . · |G k |) and the claim follows.
In the setting of this theorem P (1) holds. We consider all nodes of G 1 at depth l/2 from the source. Thus for each such node v and each path π leading from the source to v exactly l/2 variables are tested on π. One of these nodes is passed by 2 n /|G 1 | of these paths. We denote this node by v 1 and define A 1 to contain all the assignments associated with these paths. We set V 
